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Abstract
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) recently have been
adopted in several neuroimaging studies for diagnosis cap-
turing disease-specific changes in the brain. While many of
these methods are designed to work with images in Rn ex-
ploiting regular structure of the domain, they are not well-
suited to analyze data with irregular structure such as brain
connectivity. As there is significant interest in understand-
ing the altered interactions between different brain regions
that lead to neuro-disorders, it is important to develop data-
driven methods that work with a population of graph data
for traditional prediction tasks. In this regime, we propose
a novel CNN-based framework with adaptive graph trans-
forms to learn the most disease-relevant connectome feature
maps which have the highest discrimination power across
diagnostic categories. The backbone of our framework is
a multi-resolution representation of the graph matrix which
is steered by a set of wavelet-like graph transforms. In this
context, our supervised graph learning framework outper-
forms conventional graph methods that predict diagnostic
label only based on the underlying individual graph. Our
extensive experiments on two real datasets of functional and
structural brain networks show that our multi-resolution
framework achieves significantly higher accuracy, preci-
sion and recall in predicting diagnostic labels and identify-
ing disease-specific brain connectivities that are associated
with brain disorders such as Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD).
1. Introduction
Consider a supervised learning setting where a popula-
tion of graphs {Gi}Ni=1 with labels {yi}Ni=1 are given for
regression, classification or statistical inference tasks (with-
out node signals). The overall goal here would be to learn
a function f(Gi) that takes a graph Gi as an input to accu-
rately predict an outcome yˆi for the graph, i.e., yˆi = f(Gi).
This setting is more challenging than traditional image anal-
yses that operate with data in Rn, since individual graphs
have arbitrary structure. However, with substantial set of
Figure 1. Example of multi-resolution representation of brain connectiv-
ity in different scales. First figure: original brain network, Second - Fourth:
brain network at different scales (i.e., s1=1.2, s2=1.5 and s3=1.7.)
recent data that live in non-Euclidean spaces such as point
clouds [21, 33], 3D surface meshes [49, 23], geophysical
data [31] and social networks [22], analyzing a population
of networks incorporating their inherent topology is emerg-
ing in recent scopes of machine learning and computer vi-
sion communities. Such a setting is actually quite com-
mon in many brain imaging studies that deal with images or
image-derived measures in complex domains such as corti-
cal thickness on brain surfaces or brain connectivity, whose
main goal is to identify “interpretable” disease specific vari-
ation in the brain [3, 44, 47].
Many neuroimaging studies operate with data from a
population of cohort that can be stratified into two or more
groups (e.g., diseased vs. control). Given images or image-
derived measures acquired from the participants, after reg-
istering the images to a common template space (i.e., for
voxel-wise correspondence across images), contrasting the
different groups at each voxel over the whole brain identi-
fies those regions in the brain that are affected by the vari-
able of interest (e.g., disease or risk factors) [10, 24, 40].
While such regional brain analyses have a rich history of in-
forming spatial variation from various brain diseases, they
still suffer from sensitivity issues due to poor correlation
between cognitive changes and pathological features from
scanned images [17]. Recent studies motivate that charac-
terizing changes in the brain connectivity or network (i.e.,
graph) that comprise several affected regions yield a better
understanding of the brain over traditional spatial analyses
[12, 27, 3]. Unfortunately, there exist few frameworks that
are capable of performing traditional inference tasks (e.g.,
classification or regression) on such graph data.
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The most critical challenge in the connectivity analysis
tasks is that the data are in irregular structure. For regu-
lar images in Rn, several methods utilize image filtering
[41, 15, 18, 20] to increase sensitivity, which take advan-
tage of the regular lattice structure of the domain. For sig-
nals defined in non-Euclidean spaces, e.g., a function f(n)
that is defined on sampled points n (e.g., graph nodes), re-
cent methods use convolutions on graphs that require spe-
cial definition of data transformation such as wavelet trans-
form on manifolds [7, 9, 30]. However, when the object of
interest is the graph itself and not the signal on data points,
the methods described above are not directly applicable. On
the other hand, graph kernels embeds graphs directly into a
vector space to adopt traditional classification methods that
compare local substructures among graphs [14, 34, 37]. Un-
fortunately, typical kernel techniques are not adaptive and
the results may significantly vary depending on the kernel
types [42]. Alternative deep learning methods for graph
objects such as [48, 38] lose interpretability in space par-
ticulary with dense graphs. In the end, there exist very
few methods that are capable of adaptively transforming the
graph data incorporating the inherent structure of the graphs
to increase the sensitivity and maintain location-wise inter-
pretability simultaneously. Especially in the medical imag-
ing studies where the sample-size is small (typically up to
only a few hundreds), such a method is highly appreciated
when the focus is to detect even subtle changes in brain con-
nectivity yet the data remain extremely high-dimensional.
To tackle the issues addressed above, we propose a new
convolution neural network (CNN) framework for graph
data that derives flexible multi-resolution features (an exam-
ple shown in Fig. 1) that are highly capable of distinguish-
ing graph from different classes. The core component of
our CNN is an adaptive graph transform — we adopt ideas
from harmonic analysis on graphs to define a wavelet-like
transform that provides novel descriptors at multiple scales
for a positive semi-definite (p.s.d.) matrix such as connec-
tivity matrix. The transform yields coefficients by a linear
combination of a kernel function (i.e., a band-pass filter)
with scaling parameters and orthogonal basis, which shares
commonality with traditional continuous wavelet transform
that performs band-pass filtering at multiple scales in the
frequency space [26]. With a non-linear activation function
on the coefficients, we get a multi-resolution feature map of
graphs that is trained for graph classification.
In the end, our CNN framework can that not only predict
a label (i.e., a disease) of a graph (i.e., a brain network),
but also identify which of the individual edges are signifi-
cantly associated with the prediction. This edge identifica-
tion is important considering our brain connectivity analy-
sis application, since it will tell us which of the brain con-
nectivities are significantly related to disease-specific vari-
ables. Parameterizing a kernel with the notion of scales
enables efficient training on the scale parameter and ac-
curate prediction. The main contributions of our work
here are, 1) we propose a CNN framework for graphs
that can efficiently train and predict labels for a given set
of graphs, 2) the proposed algorithm can identify which
of the edges in the graphs are significantly affecting the
prediction, 3) we provide extensive empirical results on
both real functional and structural brain connectivity data
(Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) dataset
and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) dataset respectively) to val-
idate our framework. Interestingly, the discoveries that we
report in our experiments align with other on-going ADHD
and AD studies suggesting that our findings are sound, and
our framework has potential to be applied to the analyses of
various other neurodegenerative diseases.
2. Preliminary: Multi-resolution on Graphs
Our method is built on the philosophy that multi-
resolution representation of data driven by convolution will
provide a robust means for comparisons of the data from
different classes. One of the fundamental approaches to
derive the multi-resolution representation is to perform
wavelet transform, and we provide a brief review of the
wavelet transform and its extension on graphs which will
be used to describe our framework in later sections.
2.1. Continuous Wavelet Transform
The concept of a wavelet transform is similar to that
of Fourier transform, i.e., both transforms represent a sig-
nal as a linear combination of bases and corresponding co-
efficients. That is, Fourier transform uses sin() bases to
transform an original signal to its Fourier coefficients, and
a wavelet transform uses a mother wavelet ψ as the basis,
which is a localized and oscillating function. While the
sin() for Fourier transform has infinite support and is lo-
calized in frequency space only, the wavelet bases ψ is lo-
calized in both time and frequency [35]. A mother wavelet
ψs,a has a scale parameter s and a translation parameter a
as ψs,a(x) = 1sψ(
x−a
s ) where s controls the dilation and a
changes localization of ψs,a. The wavelet transform using
ψs,a as the bases transforms f(x) as
Wf (s, a) = 〈f, ψ〉 =
1
s
∫
f(x)ψ∗(
x− a
s
)dx (1)
where Wf (s, a) is the wavelet coefficient at scale s and at
location a, and ψ∗ is the complex conjugate of ψ. Using
the coefficients Wf (s, a) and the bases ψs,a, we obtain a
wavelet expansion of f(x) as a linear combination of them.
Interestingly, if we set ψ¯s(x) = 1sψ
∗(−xs ), the wavelet
transform in (1) can be interpreted as a convolution as
Wf (s, a) =
1
s
∫
f(x)ψ∗(
x− a
s
)dx (2)
=
∫
ψ¯s(a− x)f(x)dx (3)
= (ψ¯s(x) ? f)(a). (4)
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The key in wavelet expansion is that the mother wavelets
ψs at different scales behave as band-pass filters focusing
on specific bandwidths in the frequency space. Such behav-
ior offers the multi-resolution representations of the original
signal capturing local contexts in various receptive fields.
2.2. Multi-resolution in Non-Euclidean Spaces
Defining a wavelet transform in the Euclidean setting
(represented as a regular lattice) was convenient since one
can easily design the shape of a mother wavelet for bases.
However, in a non-Euclidean setting where the domain is
irregular (e.g., a graph), it is difficult to define the key pa-
rameters for a mother wavelet such as scale and transla-
tion. This is because of the irregularity in the domain, e.g.,
the distance between vertices and the number of edges in a
graph are not uniform, and thus makes it difficult to define
a localized mother wavelet at a specific scale. Due to this
issue, it has been difficult to adopt the traditional wavelet
transform for analyses of data with arbitrary structure.
The breakthrough was to utilize a dual space. The key
idea was to define a mother wavelet ψs in a simple 1D dual
space (i.e., an analogue of frequency space) instead of the
complex original domain. Recall that the wavelets are band-
pass filters in the frequency space. Therefore, if we first
construct a localized band-pass filter in the dual domain and
transform it back to the original graph space, it would im-
plement a localized mother wavelet on the graph vertices at
a specific scale. Such process requires 1) a localized kernel
function (i.e., band-pass filter) and 2) orthogonal bases for
graphs to define the dual space. Specifically in [13], spectral
graph theory was used to define an orthogonal transform.
A graph G = {V,E} defined by a vertex set V and an
edge set E (with corresponding edge weights e) is typi-
cally represented as a form of matrix. Given |V | = N ,
an adjacency matrix AN×N is defined by the connections
among the vertices, i.e., the non-zero ai,j in A represents
the connection between the i-th and j-th vertices. A degree
matrix DN×N is a diagonal matrix where the i-th diago-
nal is the sum of edge weights connected to the i-th vertex.
Subtracting these two matrices defines a graph Laplacian as
L = D−A, which is a positive semi-definite (p.s.d.), sym-
metric and self-adjoint operator. The eigendecomposition
of L yields eigenvalues λl ≥ 0 and eigenvectors ul where
l = 1, · · ·N , where ul are orthonormal. The ul can be
used to define the graph Fourier transform which offers the
transform of a signal/measurement on graph nodes/vertices
to the frequency domain as
fˆ(l) =
N∑
n=1
u∗l (n)f(n) and f(n) =
N∑
l=1
fˆ(l)ul(n) (5)
where fˆ(l) is the resultant graph Fourier coefficient.
Then, a mother wavelet ψs can be constructed in the
graph Fourier space as a kernel function k() (i.e., local-
ized band-pass filter), and localized on a graph node n by a
dirac delta function δn through the inverse transform. Us-
ing 〈δn, ul〉 = u∗l (n), the mother wavelet ψs,n at vertex n
at scale s is defined as
ψs,n(m) =
N−1∑
l=0
k(sλl)u
∗
l (n)ul(m) (6)
where s manages dilation of ψs. Using ψ as the bases, the
wavelet transform for f(n) on graph nodes is defined as
Wf (s, n) = 〈f, ψs,n〉 =
N−1∑
l=0
k(sλl)fˆ(l)ul(n) (7)
which yields wavelet coefficients Wf (s, n). Following the
reformulation in (4), this operation in (7) can be also viewed
as a convolution which will be a key concept for convolution
neural network for “graphs” to be introduced later.
3. Multi-resolution Neural Network Frame-
work for Graphs
In the problem posed in this paper, we assume that a
set of graphs are provided with a label y assigned for each
graphG, and each graph is represented as its adjacency ma-
trix form A. Here, we consider undirected graph setting
whose each positive element aij denotes the edge weight
(i.e., measure of association) between the i-th and j-th
nodes, while zero elements denote no connection between
two different nodes. In the following, we introduce a novel
transform for graph matrices and use it to design a convolu-
tion neural network that predicts labels yˆ for graphs G.
3.1. Multi-resolution View of Graphs
Consider a graph (e.g., brain network) represented as an
adjacency matrix A and its Laplacian L. In (6), the eigen-
vectors fromL and a kernel function k() were used to define
a wavelet basis that is used to derive multi-resolution repre-
sentation of a function f(n) defined on graph nodes. On the
other hand, in our case, we do not have a function f(n) and
need a means to define “multi-resolution view for edges”,
which will differentiate our method from others previous
works [16, 7]. In the following, we choose to continue with
graph Laplacian to define a novel graph transform since it
is a p.s.d. operator whose eigenvalues are all greater than or
equal to 0 and their eigenvector are orthonormal. An outer-
product of the eigenvectors will be used as bases for the
transform which are still orthonormal.
For a given graph, its corresponding Laplacian represen-
tation L can be decomposed with eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors in the following way,
L =
N−1∑
l=0
λlulu
T
l = UΛU
T (8)
where U = [u0, u1, · · · , uN−1] and Λ is a diagonal matrix
whose l-th diagonal element is λl. Equation (6) suggests
defining scaling in a dual space, hence we define a basis as
Ψs = Uk(sΛ)U
T . (9)
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We use this Ψs to transform the Laplacian L as
βL(s) = 〈L,Ψs〉 (10)
= (Uk(sΛ)UT )TUΛUT (11)
= Uk(sΛ)UTUΛUT (12)
= Uk(sΛ)ΛUT (13)
where βL(s) is the resultant coefficient matrix at scale s.
Lemma 1. (Graph Admissibility Condition) Given a kernel
dependent normalization constant Ck =
∫∞
0
k(x)2
x dx <∞, the original graph Laplacian can be perfectly recon-
structed via an inverse transformation.
Proof. Projecting the coefficients βL(s) back to the original
domain, we get
1
Ck
∫ ∞
0
βL(s)Ψs
ds
s
=
1
Ck
∫ ∞
0
Uk(sΛ)ΛUTUk(sΛ)UT
ds
s
(14)
=
1
Ck
∫ ∞
0
Uk(sΛ)2ΛUT
ds
s
(15)
= U [
1
Ck
∫ ∞
0
k(sΛ)2
s
ds]ΛUT (16)
= L (17)
The Lemma above follows the traditional admissibility
condition in the continuous wavelet transform [26] integrat-
ing multi-resolution wavelet coefficients over the scale s,
and let us concretely define multi-resolution representation
of L at different scales s. Focusing on a specific scale s, the
representation of Ls then becomes
Ls = Uk(sΛ)UT ((Uk(sΛ)UT )TUΛUT )
= Uk(sΛ)2ΛUT
(18)
The shapes of k() will determine the shape of wavelet-
like basis for the L and its multi-resolution views. In the
later sections, we will use this transform to derive novel
representations of a graph which will be used to define a
CNN framework for graphs.
3.2. Fast Approximation of Matrix Transform
The transform in 3.1 requires eigendecompostion of a
graph Laplacian (or estimating partial set of eigenvectors)
which is computationally burdening. It may become a bot-
tleneck when a graph has large number of nodes or there
are multiple graphs matrices to transform. This is especially
true considering our future applications where we will pro-
cess multiple graphs to perform classification or regression.
We therefore suggest an approximation of the transform in
(18) that significantly reduces computation with marginal
error inspired by the approach in [13].
Let’s assume g(Λ) = Λk(sΛ)2 and Λ˜ = 2λmaxΛ − IN
since the largest eigenvalue of a normalized graph Laplacian
is bounded at 2. Then, Λ˜ = Λ−IN and g(Λ˜) = g(Λ−IN ).
If we expand g(Λ) at IN , then we get
g(Λ) =
∞∑
n=0
g(n)(IN )
n!
(Λ− IN )n
=
∞∑
n=0
g(n)(0N )
n!
Λ˜n.
(19)
Considering that the elements of Λ˜ are in the range [-1, 1],
we assume there exists a positiveK where if n > K, Λ˜n →
0. Then g(Λ) can be further approximated as
g(Λ) ≈
K∑
n=0
g(n)(0N )
n!
Λ˜n. (20)
Since UΛmUT = (UΛUT )m, Ls now can be written as
Ls = Ug(Λ)UT (21)
≈
K∑
n=0
g(n)(0N )
n!
UΛ˜nUT (22)
≈
K∑
n=0
g(n)(0N )
n!
L˜n (23)
where L˜ = L − IN×N . Using this approximation for the
matrix transform, we can make our framework (to be intro-
duced in section 3.3) more efficient and practical to be used
in various application domains where the graph size is large
or there are a number of graphs to transform.
3.3. Multi-resolution Graph Neural Network
Based on the transform introduced in section 3.1, we
propose Multi-resolution Graph Neural Network (MGNN)
which is a novel convolution neural network framework that
utilizes multi-scale representation of graphs (not the signal
on the nodes) for classification of graph data. Fig.2 illus-
trates the overall pipeline of our MGNN, which demon-
strates two main components (i.e., convolution and fully
connected (FC) layers) in the MGNN.
• Convolution layer: When a graph is inputted to this
layer, it returns multi-resolution representations of the
graph using the transform in (18) as a tensor, i.e.,
|s| × N × N where |s| is the total number of scales.
The convolution layer contains |s| units that represent
different resolution of the graph representation.
• FC Layer: this component is a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) classifier that takes the multi-resolution fea-
tures of a graph as an input and predicts its class label.
It is a fully connected layer with hidden layers, and
connected to L output units (i.e., output layer) where
L is the number of available classes. The values com-
puted at each output unit, when normalized, represent
the probability of an input belong to a specific class.
The schematic of the MGNN is given in Fig. 2 and it is
trained to learn two sets of parameters: 1) scale parameters
s that define the optimal resolutions of a graph for a classi-
fication task, and 2) weights Wh associated with the edges
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Figure 2. Overall architecture of our framework. A graph representing matrix is transformed to yield multi-resolution representations, and
then fully connected (FC) DNN is applied at the end. Error is backpropagated to train the weights Wh in the FC and adaptively update the
scales s to obtain the optimal representations.
between the layers in DNN. One note is that we are not
performing pooling which is quite common in many CNN
architectures. While it is important to increase efficiency
of the algorithm, however without an invertable method for
pooling, we want to maintain spatial interpretability espe-
cially for neuroimaging applications.
3.4. Training MGNN
Given a training set with NG number of individual
graphs G with corresponding labels y, the learning process
consists of feedforward and backpropagation steps. In the
feedforward propagation of MGNN, a graph G is inputted
to the neural network as a form of graph Laplacian, and the
probability that the G belongs to a particular class is com-
puted at the output layer. Suppose we are given an input
graph G with N vertices and a set of initial scales s. First,
using the operation in (18), the inputG is transformed toLs.
Since each Ls is represented as a matrix and when there are
|s| of them, these Ls are combined to consist a tensor as
M = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ls ∪ · · · ∪ L|s| (24)
which is a feature map M that consists a hidden layer.
In the first layer of DNN module with T hidden units, at
each t-th hidden unit, the learned features in hidden units
are linearly combined with corresponding weights in the
first layer of DNN as
zt =
|s|,N,N∑
s,p,q
wht,spqmspq , (25)
where mspq represents a feature in multi-scale graph rep-
resentation M (i.e., an element at (p, q) in s-th scale) and
wht,spq denotes the weight on a connection between a hid-
den unit mspq to the t-th hidden unit of the following layer.
In the middle of the FC layer, we used leaky Rectified Lin-
ear Unit (leaky-Relu) as an activation function for the zt in
each hidden layer in DNN. In the output layer of DNN, a
soft-max function was utilized to get the final outcome ol
for the l-th output unit.
Once the output ol is obtained from the feedforward sys-
tem above, an error can be computed between the ol and the
target value yl, i.e., a label with one-hot-encoding for the
input graph. In our framework, we used cross-entropy as a
measure of classification error as follows:
J(s,Wh) = − 1
NG
NG∑
i=1
L∑
l=1
(yil ln oil + (1− yil) ln(1− oil)) (26)
where NG and L are the total number of graphs and the
total number of available classes respectively, and yil and
oil represents target value and the predicted output at l-th
output unit of i-th input sample respectively. Our frame-
work “adaptively” learns scale parameters s for novel graph
representations and Wh in the FC layer by primarily min-
imizing the classification error in (26). We backpropagate
this error to update these parameters.
In a traditional wavelet transform, the s is fixed to yield a
few theoretical guarantees, however, we will freely explore
different aspects of s to find the optimal resolutions with the
smallest loss. Additional regularizations for these parame-
ters will be discussed in a later section.
With the derivatives of error function with respect to con-
nections between different layers in the MGNN, we can fur-
ther write the gradient of total error function as
∇J(s,Wh) = 1
NG
NG∑
i=1
∇Ji(s,Wh) (27)
where ∇Ji(s,Wh) is the gradient calculated based on the
i-th input graph, and this gradient will be used for gradient
descent with regularizers described in the following section.
3.4.1 Regularization in MGNN
In order to avoid the overfitting (especially with small sam-
ple size) and achieve desirable properties in the learned pa-
rameters, we impose the following constraints in our model.
First of all, we assume that not all edges in the graphs are
responsible for prediction of class labels, rather only a few
of them are highly associated with the variable of interest.
This is a natural assumption considering our neuroimaging
experiment that will follow later, where changes due to a
brain disorder usually do not manifest over the whole brain
5
but sparsely appear in different ROIs in the brain. We there-
fore impose an `1-norm constraint to the first layer of Wh
which includes the fully connected weights. We expect that
this constraint will set many of the elements in the first layer
of Wh to zeros and identify the edges that are significantly
related the prediction of class labels. Unlike the sparsity
property of the first layer of Wh, we expect s to be smooth
in a reasonable range so that we obtain a multi-resolution
view of the graph instead of getting few extreme views of
it, i.e., avoid s from diverging.
Based on both the multi-resolution graph representation
and the constraints mentioned above, a new objective func-
tion for a graph classification problem is written as
J˜(s,Wh) = J(s,Wh) +
θ1
2NG
|Wh1 |1 +
θ2
2NG
||s||2 (28)
where Wh1 represents the weights of the first layer of DNN
module, θ1 and θ2 are the regularization constants for `1-
norm and `2-norm respectively.
The partial derivative of this new objective function w.r.t.
the weight from hidden layer to the output layer becomes
∂J˜(s,Wh)
∂wht,spq
=
1
NG
NG∑
i=1
∂Ji(s,W
h)
∂wht,spq
+
θ1
2
sign(wht,spq)
 , (29)
and similarly, the partial derivative of (28) with respect to s
from the convolution layer to the hidden layer is given by
∂J˜(s,Wh)
∂s
=
1
NG
NG∑
i=1
∂Ji(s,W
h)
∂s
+ θ2s
 . (30)
With these derivatives, we can now minimize the final
objective function (28) and update the parameters of our
model using gradient descent with different learning rates
γW and γs for Wh and s respectively.
4. Experiments
In this section, we perform two sets experiments on
two real datasets. The ADHD-200 dataset contains resting
state functional magnetic resonance images (rs-fMRI) from
which we construct functional brain connectivity, whereas
we utilize structural brain connectivity from Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initive (ADNI) dataset to perform
individual analysis for ADHD and AD respectively.
4.1. Datasets
Here, we introduce the following two real independent
datasets that are used to validate our MGNN framework.
ADHD-200 dataset. Our experiments were conducted
on the public ADHD-200 dataset with data collected from
973 participants in eight different sites [1]. We adopted rs-
fMRI data which were registered to Automated Anatomical
Labeling (AAL) atlas with 116 regions of interest (ROIs).
We used Pearson’s correlation coefficients between differ-
ent ROIs construct functional brain connectivity for each
participant, i.e., a 116 × 116 adjacency matrix whose rows
and columns correspond to ROIs. We had four labels de-
pending on the progression of the ADHD: 1) Typically De-
veloping Children (TDC), 2) ADHD-Combined (ADHD-
C), 3) ADHD-Hyperactive/Impulsive (ADHD-H/I) and 4)
ADHD-Inattentive (ADHD-I). We removed ADHD-H/I
group since it had only 11 samples; taking all the available
samples (without any artifact), we ended up with total of
N = 756 samples for our experiment. The demographic of
ADHD-200 dataset is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographics of ADHD-200 Dataset
Category TDC ADHD-C ADHD-I
# of Subjects 487 159 110
Age (mean, std) 12.2(3.3) 11.2(3.0) 12.0(2.6)
Gender (M/F) 258/229 130/29 85/25
ADNI dataset. ADNI dataset is a public dataset for lon-
gitudinal AD study. From the initiative, we obtained Diffu-
sion Tensor Images (DTI), and individual images were pro-
cessed by tractography pipeline to extract structural brain
networks using Destrieux atlas with 148 ROIs. Each brain
network is representated as an adjacencey matrix whose ele-
ments denote number of neuron fiber tracts connecting two
different ROIs. The dataset includes 5 classes: 1) AD, 2)
Cognitively Normal (CN), 3) Early Mild Cognitive Impair-
ment (EMCI), 4) Late Mild Cognitive Impairment (LMCI)
and 5) Significant Memory Concern (SMC), and the demo-
graphics of the ADNI dataset can be found in Table 2. In
our experiment, we merged CN and EMCI groups as Pre-
clinical AD group and combined LMCI and AD groups as
Prodromal AD group to ensure sufficient sample size and
compare their differences.
Table 2. Demographics of ADNI dataset
Category AD CN EMCI LMCI SMC
# of Subjects 77 109 167 94 59
Age (mean, std) 76.1 (7.05) 73.9 (5.8) 72 (7.48) 72.6 (6.46) 73.6 (4.91)
Gender (M/F) 47/30 57/52 106/61 51/43 21/38
4.2. Experimental Settings
Performance measures. We used 3-fold cross valida-
tion (CV) to evaluate our model and baselines with unbi-
ased result. Evaluation measures were accuracy, weighted
precision and weighted recall averaged across the CV. We
used weighted precision and recall since the class distribu-
tions in our datasets were skewed, and these weights were
given according to the number of samples in each class.
Parameters. In our experiments, we utilized Adam op-
timizer for back-propagation. Our kernel function was de-
fined as ks(x) = sxe−sx to ensure that the k() behaves as
a band-pass filter (i.e., it achieves 0 at the origin), and the
total number of scales to derive multi-resolution represen-
tation was |s| = 5. Weights were randomly initialized with
Xavier initialization and the scales were uniformly selected
between [0, 2.5]. To avoid overfitting, we used dropout of
rate 0.2. `1-norm was applied on the first layer of DNN with
hyper-parameter 0.0001 to achieve sparsity. `2-norm was
adopted on scales with hyper-parameter 0.001. The input
of DNN module was fixed as 50 and the number of nodes
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in hidden layers were set to 2000, 128 and 32, respectively.
Moreover, LeakyReLU activation function was applied on
the output of each hidden layer. Considering the imbalance
property in our datasets, we chose to evenly sample training
data from each class during the training process. The learn-
ing rate of scaling parameters was set to γs = 0.05, and that
of weight parameters was set to 0.01. For the approxima-
tion, the degree of Taylor expansion K = 30.
Baselines. We used Support Vector Machine with an
RBF kernel (RBF-SVM), Logistic regression (LR), graph
kernel methods (i.e., Shortest Path (SP) [2] and Weisfeiler-
Lehman (WL) [36]) with SVM, and two deep learning
frameworks (i.e., graph2vec [29] and Dynamic Graph CNN
(DGCNN) [46]) as baselines to compare performances
with our MGNN. To deal with the problem of imbalanced
dataset, the training dataset was first oversampled using
SMOTE [4] before fed into baseline methods. If the method
required node features, degree was used as the node feature.
4.3. Functional Brain Connectivity Analysis on
ADHD-200
In this section, we analyzed brain connectivity across
116 ROIs from N = 756 participants in the ADHD-200
dataset. Each brain connectivity was given as an adjacency
matrix in size 116× 116 whose individual element was the
functional connectivity between two different ROIs in the
brain. As described in 4.1, there were three classes which
we predicted, and the trained parameters informed which
multi-resolution representations were useful and which in-
dividual connectivities were responsible for the prediction.
As the participants in this dataset are adolescents whose
brains are actively developing (high variation), characteriz-
ing the differences among these groups was a difficult task.
Our results are summarized in Table 3. During our ex-
periments, because the label distribution in the dataset was
imbalanced, we have experienced many cases where these
algorithms bias towards predicting all testing instances as
a single class (i.e., TDC) simply to achieve high accuracy.
The parameters for baseline methods were tuned carefully
so that such case does not happen, and this effort is shown
with high weighted precisions and recalls. MGNN achieved
highest accuracy as well as weighted recall compared to
all baseline methods except for weighted precision, which
was still comparable to the best result with LR. Graph ker-
nel methods with SVM performed even worse than SVM
Table 3. Classification Performances on ADHD-200
Model Accuracy wPrecision wRecall
SVM (RBF) 0.624 0.530 0.624
LR 0.592 0.567 0.592
SP-SVM 0.488 0.495 0.488
WL-SVM 0.516 0.468 0.516
DNN 0.626 0.566 0.626
graph2vec 0.390 0.480 0.390
DGCNN 0.576 0.420 0.576
MGNN (ours) 0.649 0.566 0.649
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Figure 3. Convergence of scales w.r.t. epoch during training. Left:
ADHD-200 dataset, Right: ADNI dataset.
with RBF kernel, it may be because these algorithms are
designed to take binary adjacency matrices only instead of
weighted ones. Considering that the dataset was imbal-
anced, it is important that we obtained the highest weighted
recall covering even the classes with the less number of
samples. DNN was a fully connected neural network that
we used; comparing the results from MGNN and DNN, we
can see that the multi-resolution representation helped im-
prove the result. Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the scales
for multi-resolution, and the one for ADHD experiment is
given in the left panel. Interestingly, even if we initially
start with |s| = 5, some of the scales converged to the same
value. They quickly converged — this is important since it
would have taken much longer or not even possible to train
with small training set if we did not use a parametric kernel.
To help clinical interpretation of our findings, we take
average of all the trained edge weights that are connected to
the trained Ls, resize them to the adjacency matrix size, and
visualize it as a brain network as in Fig. 4 (left). The top-10
connectivities with the highest average weights are shown
for sparsity — these are the most important connectivities in
our classification; the thickness of the edges corresponds to
the edge weight, and the size of the nodes corresponds to the
degree of each ROI. The list of the 10 connections is given
in Table 4 that span across 17 ROIs (full ROI names can be
found in [43]). We observed that several of them overlapped
in Cerebellum [32, 5, 19] and Frontal region [28, 25]; these
results are well documented in many ADHD literature.
4.4. Structural Brain Connectivity Analysis on AD
In addition to the functional connectivity analysis on
ADHD in section 4.3, we performed structural connectivity
analysis on AD. This was a binary classification problem
i.e., Pre-clinical AD versus Prodromal AD group to iden-
tify differences between the two groups. Instead of clas-
Table 4. Top-10 Significant Connectivity from ADHD-200
Row(ROI label [43]) Col(ROI label)
6 (Frontal Sup Orb R) 9 (Frontal Mid Orb L)
7 (Frontal Mid L) 24 (Frontal Sup Medial R)
7 (Frontal Mid L) 23 (Frontal Sup Medial L)
7 (Frontal Mid L) 31 (Cingulum Ant L)
7 (Frontal Mid L) 32 (Cingulum Ant R)
4 (Frontal Sup R) 1 (Precentral L)
107 (Cerebelum 10 L) 108 (Cerebelum 10 R)
70 (Paracentral Lobule R) 104 (Cerebelum 8 R)
8 (Frontal Mid R) 101 (Cerebelum 7b L)
64 (SupraMarginal R) 54 (Occipital Inf R)
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Figure 4. Top-10 significant brain connectivities that distinguished different groups (i.e., classes). Edge thickness denote average trained
edge weight and node size denote its degree. Left panel: results from ADHD analysis, Right panel: results from AD analysis. 1) In the
left panel: Top: Sagittal view (left hemisphere), Superior view, Sagittal view (right hemisphere); Bottom: Sagittal view (right hemisphere),
Inferior view, Sagittal view (left hemisphere). 2) In the right panel: various views on L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere.
sifying 4 groups independently, we chose to perform two
group analysis since it benefits increase in sample sizes for
each group and let us clearly see the differences between
the two groups (i.e., Pre-clinical AD vs. Prodromal AD).
We performed 3-fold cross validation multiple times with
several settings and reported the best results. The conver-
gence of trained scales can be found in Fig. 3 (right), where
we initially start with 5 scales but eventually converge to 4
scales. It suggests that we do not need too many scales to
achieve high classification accuracy; but rather only a few
optimal scales may be useful for the task.
The classification results are summarized in Table 5.
Comparing the different results on accuracy, weighted pre-
cision and recall from all baseline models and MGNN, our
result outperformed other baseline methods in all evaluation
categories. Considering that the decision boundary exists
between EMCI and LMCI in the disease spectrum and the
differences between them are very subtle, this was not an
easy task. As seen in the results with the baseline methods,
it was difficult to achieve good performance with brain con-
nectivity classification. Only Neural Network methods (i.e.,
LR, DNN and DGCNN) yielded reasonable results.
Again, the top-10 connectivities with the largest average
of trained weights are visualized in Fig. 4 (right), which are
the most significant edges for classifying Pre-clinical and
Prodromal AD. The list of these connectivities are given in
Table 5. Classification Performances on ADNI Dataset
Model Accuracy wPrecision wRecall
SVM 0.503 0.591 0.503
LR 0.702 0.700 0.702
SP-SVM 0.426 0.535 0.426
WL-SVM 0.456 0.466 0.456
DNN 0.736 0.736 0.736
graph2vec 0.458 0.632 0.458
DGCNN 0.624 0.646 0.624
MGNN (ours) 0.774 0.772 0.774
Table 6 which come from 18 different ROIs (full ROI names
can be found in [8]). We observed several temporal regions
(i.e., inferior temporal gyrus, inferior temporal sulcus, tem-
poral pole, transverse temporal sulcus) [11, 6] as well as lat-
eral and collateral fissure [39, 45], and many others, which
are corroborated by various AD literature.
Table 6. Top-10 Significant Connectivity from ADNI
Row (ROI label [8]) Col (ROI label)
115 (rLat Fis-post) 107 (rG temp sup-G T transv)
72 (lS temporal inf) 37 (lG temporal inf)
106 (rG subcallosal) 144 (rS suborbital)
50 (lS collat transv ant) 37 (lG temporal inf)
124 (rS collat transv ant) 111 (rG temporal inf)
113 (rLat Fis-ant-Horizont) 87 (rG front inf-Orbital)
117 (rPole temporal) 124 (rS collat transv ant)
131 (rS oc middle and Lunatus) 132 (rS oc sup and transversal)
2 (lG and S occipital inf) 51 (lS collat transv post)
74 (lS temporal transverse) 33 (lG temp sup-G T transv)
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a novel convolution neural
network framework that is designed to perform traditional
classification tasks with a population of graphs. We first de-
fined a novel graph transform to derive its multi-resolution
representations of a graph matrix (not a signal on the nodes),
and used them as a means to obtain feature maps that are
better suited to perform classification on graphs. Using a
parametric kernel, our framework, i.e., MGNN, can train
well with relatively small training samples and its effective-
ness was validated with extensive experiments on two inde-
pendent datasets: 1) functional brain connectivity (ADHD-
200) and 2) structural brain connectivity (ADNI) datasets.
We achieved improved performances over existing base-
lines, and the results yielded clinically sound results on
ADHD and AD that are supported by existing literature. We
believe that our MGNN has significant potential to be prac-
tically applied to those application domains with graph data
where they still suffer from lack of samples.
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